Backgrounder: Where Trump’s FBI Investigation Of
Kavanaugh Reportedly Refuses To Look
Following pressure from several senators, the Trump administration authorized the FBI to investigate
allegations that Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh had committed sexual assault. From the start,
the investigation was designated as a “limited background check of Judge Kavanaugh, not a
full-fledged criminal investigation” with a deliberately narrow reach. Senators agreed that the
investigation should last no more than one week, and Senate Republicans and the Trump White House
drafted a limited list of four people the FBI should interview.
According to Senator Chris Coons, who was instrumental in negotiating the agreement that authorized the
investigation, the Trump White House said the investigation would be done “by the book,” but refused to
provide additional detail defining that phrase or describing what specific scope or procedures would be
put in place. Facing a public and political backlash over the limits of the investigation, President Trump
eventually a
 nnounced that he would allow agents “to interview whoever they deem appropriate, at their
discretion,” though the investigation’s strict time limit would stay in place.
Such limitations dramatically restrict the efficacy of an investigation. As former United States Attorney and
Deputy Assistant Attorney General Harry Litman pointed out, “The nucleus of agents’ work in a
background investigation is to pursue leads and widen the circle of witnesses. Thus, F.B.I. agents
doing background investigations typically end with the all-important question: Is there anyone else I
should talk to? They begin with the set of names the subject has supplied, but then, crucially, follow the
evidence and witnesses where they lead.”
Republicans also refused to give the FBI power to compel testimony from the witnesses it was
allowed to interview. The Intercept reported, “The FBI agents probing whether Kavanaugh sexually
assaulted Christine Blasey Ford when they were both in high school lack something that most serious
government investigations require: subpoena power...Unlike agents tasked with investigating a crime, the
FBI must rely on witnesses to cooperate voluntarily with its investigation. A possible witness approached
by the FBI may simply slam the door in agents’ faces with no repercussions. At any time, witnesses who
choose to cooperate can refuse to answer a specific question, and they won’t have to provide any
explanation for their refusal… The only way to compel someone to speak as part of this inquiry would be
for the Senate to subpoena witnesses. The Republican majority appears unwilling to exercise that power.”
Though many Republicans defended their stonewalling by arguing that Kavanaugh’s previous judicial
background checks made a thorough investigation unnecessary, those checks had also been limited in
scope, and unlikely to yield information about his sexual assaults. According to the Intercept: “FBI
background checks for judicial nominees are similar to those conducted for security clearances, but
judicial background checks focus more on professional conduct and relationships, rather than a
nominee’s personal life. As a result, Kavanaugh’s judicial background checks would have been even less
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